Early Effector T Lymphocytes Coexpress Multiple Inhibitory Receptors in Primary Non–Small Cell Lung Cancer
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Abstract

Clinical efficacy of PD-1/PD-L1 targeting relies upon the reactivation of tumor-specific but functionally impaired PD-1+ T cells present before therapy. Thus, analyzing early-stage primary tumors may reveal the presence of T cells that are not yet functionally impaired. In this study, we report that activated (HLA-DR+) T cells with an effector memory (Tem) profile are enriched in such lesions. Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes coexpressed PD-1 with the inhibitory receptors TIM-3, CTLA-4, LAG-3, and TIGIT, but also displayed a recently activated, nonexhausted phenotype. We also identified a subset of CD8+PD-1+FOXP3+ T lymphocytes at the earliest phase of functional differentiation after priming, termed “early effector cells” (EEC), which also exhibited an activated nonexhausted phenotype, but was less differentiated and associated with coexpression of multiple inhibitory receptors. In response to autologous tumor, EECs upregulated CD107a, produced IL2 and IFNγ, and were competent for differentiation. The identification of EECs marked by inhibitory receptor expression at tumor sites will enable investigations of early stages of adaptive antitumor immunity, as well as support the rationale for administering immunotherapy in early-stage non–small cell lung cancer. Cancer Res; 77(4); 851–61. ©2016 AACR.

Introduction

Cancer immunotherapy by immune checkpoint blockade has shown remarkable clinical efficacy in several advanced tumors including melanoma, bladder cancer, and non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC; ref. 1). In previously treated, advanced NSCLC patients, several phase II and III clinical trials with antibodies targeting the PD-1/PD-L1 axis have shown significant improvement in overall survival, compared with chemotherapy (2–5). Some studies have shown that clinical efficacy correlates with the level of expression of PD-1 ligand (PD-L1) on tumor cells or on tumor-infiltrating immune cells in pretreatment lesions (3, 4, 6). Interestingly, PD-L1 expression on tumor-infiltrating immune cells has also been shown to be associated with Th1-, T effector-, and IFNγ-associated gene signatures in the pretreatment neoplastic specimens (4, 6). This suggests that immunotherapy is effective in NSCLC patients with a preexisting T-cell-mediated immunity, negatively regulated by the PD-1/PD-L1 axis and rescued/reinvigorated by blocking this pathway. A similar interpretation has emerged from studies in melanoma and urothelial cancer (7, 8).

The spontaneous T-cell-mediated immune response likely begins to develop in early stages of tumor progression, fueled by the accumulation of nonsynonymous somatic mutations, some of which may generate immunogenic neoantigens (9, 10). Indeed, neoantigen-specific T cells can be identified in early stage, primary NSCLC tissues, mainly from patients with a clonal neoantigen architecture of the lesion (10). Interestingly, these tumor-specific T cells coexpressed PD-1 and LAG-3 inhibitory receptors, but were also found to be positive for the proliferation marker Ki67 (10).

Constitutive upregulation of inhibitory receptors (IR, such as CTLA-4, PD-1, LAG-3, TIM-3, TIGIT, BTLA) by T cells (11, 12) can be a hallmark of functional impairment (exhaustion), and coexpression of multiple IRs, associated with T-cell dysfunction, has been correlated with tumor progression in NSCLC (13). Thus, one key question is whether IR+ T cells at tumor site define only the chronically stimulated and functionally defective lymphocyte pool or rather they may also mark recently activated, proliferating, and functionally competent T cells. In fact, different IRs can be transiently expressed in the earliest phases of T-cell activation after priming, as shown in acute viral infection models (14). Recently activated T cells can be distinguished from chronically stimulated T lymphocytes by phenotypic and functional markers (14–18). Therefore, by looking at tumor tissues from early-stage primary tumors it should be possible to detect activated, functional IR+ T cells at the beginning of the process leading to effector generation.

Here, we compared T-cell frequency and phenotype in the tumor and in matched non-neoplastic lung tissues (NnL) from
primary NSCLC surgical specimens. In the tumor tissue, we found an increased frequency of PD-1+ T cells coexpressing multiple IRs, but retaining functional competence and expressing markers of recent activation. Among PD-1+ T cells at tumor site, we also identified a subset of FOXP3+ CD8+ "early effector T cells" (EEC). T lymphocytes at the first stage of differentiation after priming that express a CD127+ KLRG1− CD27+ profile distinct from naive cells and from subsequent functional fates (15, 17, 19). EECs found at tumor site in primary NSCLC upregulated multiple IRs, but retained competence for tumor recognition and for further differentiation. These IR+ EECs provide a valuable biomarker for investigating the early phases of adaptive antitumor immunity in NSCLC.

Materials and Methods
Isolation of lymphocytes and cancer tissue–originated spheroids preparation
Lymphocytes were isolated from tumors and corresponding non-neoplastic lung specimens of American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) stage IA–IV, histologically confirmed, primary NSCLC patients immediately after surgical removal. Informed consent was obtained from patients. Specimens were minced and treated by enzymatic digestion with collagenase IV (Sigma-Aldrich) and DNase I (Sigma-Aldrich) in RPMI1640 (BioWhittaker) for 1 hour at 37°C under agitation; digested tissues were passed through 100-μm and 40-μm cell strainers (Falcon, Corning Incorporated Life Sciences). Tissue fragments retained by the 40-μm cell strainer were collected and used to generate cancer tissue–originated spheroids (CTOS) as described by Endo and colleagues (20); CTOSs were kept in culture in DMEM F-12 (BioWhittaker) containing EGF (PeproTech, 20 ng/mL), B27 supplement minus vitamin A (Gibco, Life Technologies, containing EGF, 10 ng/mL), B27 supplement minus vitamin A (Gibco, Life Technologies, containing EGF, 20 ng/mL), and heparin sodium (Hospira, 0.6 IU/mL). After culture for 2 to 8 days, CTOSs were dissociated with Accumax (GE Life Sciences/PAA Laboratories) for 20 minutes at 37°C before use in coculture experiments. Cells in the flow-through fraction, not retained by the 40-μm cell strainer, were collected and red blood cells were removed by a solution containing NH4Cl 0.15 mol/L, KHCO3 10 mmol/L and Na2EDTA 100 mmol/L; the remaining cells were either immediately used for multiparametric flow cytometry characterization or frozen for subsequent analysis and experiments.

Flow cytometry
Multicolor staining of T lymphocytes and of dissociated CTOSs was performed as described previously (17, 20), with the antibodies listed in Supplementary Table S1. Staining of T cells was performed from cryopreserved samples subsequently thawed in the presence of DNase I. Briefly, 2 × 10^6 lymphocytes were resuspended in 100 μL of staining buffer (PBS plus 2% FBS) and stained for 30 minutes at +4°C with antibodies for cell surface markers; after wash, cells were permeabilized when needed with the Foxp3/Transcription Factor Staining Buffer Set (Affimetryx eBioscience) according to manufacturer’s instructions, stained for intracellular molecules for 30 minutes at +4°C, washed, and acquired. Cells were analyzed by a four-color FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences) or a 10-color Gallios (Beckman Coulter) cytometers, and data were analyzed with FlowJo software (FlowJo, LLC). For analysis, data were gated on live cells, after excluding doublets (on SSC-A vs. SSC-H dot plots).

Immunohistochemistry
IHC was performed on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues as described previously (17), using antibodies to CD3 (clone PS1, Novocastra), CD8 (clone C8/144B; Dako), PD-1 (clone NAT105; Biocare Medical), PD-L1 (clone SP142; Spring Biosciences), and to HLA class I (clone EMR8-5; Abcam). Two-color IHC was performed as described previously (17) with FOXP3-specific mAb (Abcam) followed by biotin-conjugated secondary anti-mouse antibody (Dako) and then by horseradish peroxidase–conjugated avidin (Dako). Sections were then stained with CD8-specific mAb (Dako) followed by polyclonal rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobulins (Dako) and by tertiary APAAP mAb (Dako). Development was done with Fast Red Substrate System (Dako). Isotype control antibodies matching CD8 Ab and FOXP3 Ab were clone DAK-GO1 (Dako) and IC1G51 (Abcam), respectively. Images were acquired with an Axiovert 100 microscope (Zeiss; Carl Zeiss) equipped with a digital camera (AxioCam MrC5; Zeiss) or with an Aperio Scanscope XT digital pathology slide scanner (Leica Biosystems).

Functional assays
Tumor-associated lymphocytes (TAL) from digested tumor specimens were incubated overnight (18 hours) in the presence of autologous neoplastic cells from dissociated CTOS (lymphocytes:CTOS ratio ranging from 2:1 to 4:1) or phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA; Sigma-Aldrich, 20 ng/mL) and ionomycin (Sigma-Aldrich, 500 ng/mL). In some experiments, neoplastic cells were preincubated with purified IgG2b or anti-CD274 (PD-L1) blocking antibody (BioLegend, 10 μg/mL). The experiments were performed in RPMI1640 containing 10% pooled human serum from healthy donors, in the presence of PE-CD107a (10 μl/mL); Golgistop (BD Biosciences) was added 1 hour after the beginning of the culture. After coculture, the cells were collected and stained as described above. Intracellular IFNy and IL2 were detected after permeabilization with the Foxp3/Transcription Factor Staining Buffer Set. For some experiments TALs were stained with CFSE (Molecular Probes) and then cultured with autologous tumor cells with/without IL2 (Chiron, 300 IU/mL) as described previously (17). Medium was changed and IL2 was replenished after 3 days; after 6 days, cells were stained as described previously (17).

Separation of PD-1high and PD-1low fractions from TAL was carried out by staining with PE-conjugated anti-CD1 antibody (BD Biosciences), followed by incubation with anti-PE MicroBeads (Miltenyi Biotec) and magnetic separation with autoMACS Separator (Miltenyi Biotec) according to manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistical analysis
Paired Student t test was used to compare frequency of different T lymphocyte subsets in tumor versus non-tumor, of CD107a, IFNy, or IL2 expression in cultures stimulated with PMA/ionomycin or with tumor cells versus control cultures, or in lymphocyte subsets defined by differential expression of PD-1 or of FOXP3. Unpaired Student t test was used to compare T-cell frequencies in samples from adenocarcinoma versus squamous cell carcinoma patients. ANOVA followed by SNK posttest was used to compare frequency of different T-cell subsets in patients groups according to AJCC clinical stage. Survival analysis was done by the Kaplan–Meier method, and survival curves were compared by the log-rank test. The Friedman test and Dunn multiple comparison test were used when comparing multiple T-cell subsets defined by CD45RA expression.
**Results**

Enrichment for HLA-DR⁺-activated T cells with an antigen-experienced profile in the primary tumor from NSCLC patients

T-cell frequency and activation profile were evaluated by flow cytometry in single-cell suspensions isolated from surgical specimens of primary tumors and of matched autologous NnL tissues of 87 NSCLC patients (see Supplementary Table S2 for demographic and clinical data). The tumor tissue, compared with NnL, showed a significant increase in frequency of CD3⁺ and CD8⁺ T cells (Fig. 1A), and of activated (HLA-DR⁺) CD8⁺ and CD4⁺ T cells (Fig. 1B). The selective enrichment in the tumor versus NnL tissue for activated HLA-DR⁺ T cells (mainly in the CD8⁺ fraction) and of CD3⁺ T cells was confirmed in patients’ subsets defined by tumor stage (stage I to III), adenocarcinoma (ADC) versus squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) histology, smoking status, and previous neoadjuvant chemotherapy (Fig. 1C–F; Supplementary Fig. S1A–S1D). HLA-DR⁺CD8⁺ and HLA-DR⁺CD4⁺ T cells at tumor site showed a predominant CCR7⁺CD45RA⁻ antigen-experienced, effector memory (TEM) phenotype (Supplementary Fig. S2A), a profile that also characterized most of the bulk CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ T-cell populations in the tumor (Supplementary Fig. S2B). Compared with NnL, tumor samples also contained an increased fraction of CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ cells coexpressing CD69 and CD27, consistent with recent activation of CD69⁺CD27⁻ T-resident memory cells (Supplementary Fig. S2C; refs. 16, 17). Taken together, these results indicate a selective enrichment in the primary tumor tissue for activated, antigen-experienced HLA-DR⁺ T cells.

Tumor-reactive and functionally competent T cells in the tumor tissue in primary NSCLC

Lymphocytes from tumor site were evaluated for CD107a upregulation, IFNγ and IL2 production in response to either polyclonal stimulation or to autologous tumor cells. In response to PMA/ionomycin, both CD8⁺ and CD4⁺ T cells from the

---

**Figure 1.**

Frequency of T cells and HLA-DR⁺-activated T cells at tumor site compared with the corresponding NnL tissue in primary NSCLC. **A,** Flow cytometry analysis for frequency of CD3⁺, CD3⁺CD4⁺, and CD3⁺CD8⁺ T cells, expressed as percentage of CD45⁺ leukocytes, in single-cell suspensions from 87 NSCLC surgical specimens compared with the corresponding NnL tissue. **B,** Frequency of HLA-DR⁺ cells in the CD8⁺ (top) and CD4⁺ (bottom) T-cell subsets in the tumor tissue compared with NnL, according to tumor stage (C; stage I, n = 34; stage II, n = 18; stage III, n = 35), histology (D; ADC, adenocarcinoma, n = 60; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma, n = 19), smoking status (E; never, n = 7; former, n = 24; current, n = 50), or neoadjuvant chemotherapy (F; no, n = 67; yes, n = 20). Horizontal bars in C–F, mean values. Statistical analysis by Student paired t test (A–F). Significant differences in C–F are expressed as: *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.
neoplastic tissue of most patients upregulated CD107a and produced IFNγ and IL2 (Fig. 2A and B, top graphs). T-cell responsiveness to autologous tumor cells was evaluated using CTOSs generated from surgical specimens (20). Cancer cells dissociated from CTOSs showed a CD45+/CD3+CD8+ EpCAM+ HLA-A,B,C+ HLA-DR+ profile (Fig. 2C and D for representative data on the phenotype of these cells). By IHC, HLA class I molecules were retained on neoplastic cells in the tissue sections corresponding to the surgical fragments used for obtaining CTOS (n = 8, data not shown). A low percentage of CD8+ and CD4+ T cells isolated from the neoplastic tissue were able to recognize autologous tumor upon coculture with CTOS-derived autologous tumor cells.

Figure 2.
Functional competence of T cells at tumor site in NSCLC. A and B, Surface expression of CD107a (n = 21), intracellular production of IFNγ (n = 18), or of IL2 (n = 14) by flow cytometry in CD8+(A) or CD4+(B) T cells, isolated from neoplastic tissue of primary NSCLC patients, in response to overnight stimulation with PMA plus ionomycin (top graphs) or to overnight coculture with autologous tumor cells from dissociated CTOS (bottom graphs) in comparison with not treated (nt, i.e., lymphocytes cultured without PMA plus ionomycin or without autologous tumor cells). C, Identification of CD45+/CD31- EpCAM+ neoplastic cells by flow cytometry in single-cell suspension from a fresh NSCLC surgical sample. Cells were stained with PerCP-CD45, PerCP-eFluor710-CD31 (both detected through FL3 channel on a FACSCalibur cytometer), and FITC-EpCAM mAbs. Top, digested tissues at day 0, after filtering through a 40-μm cell strainer. Bottom, cells from the corresponding CTOS culture (at day +8). D, Flow cytometry analysis, after gating on CD45+ cells, for EpCAM, CD31, HLA-A,B,C, and HLA-DR,DQ (empty histograms) of cells dissociated from a CTOS culture at day +8. Gray histograms, cells stained with isotype control. Statistical analysis in A and B by Student paired t test. Significant differences are expressed as: *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.001.
Increased frequency of PD-1+ T cells coexpressing additional inhibitory receptors in the tumor tissue compared with NnL tissue. A, Frequency of PD-1+ cells in the CD3+CD8+ (top) and CD3+CD4+ (bottom) subsets in tumor tissues from 29 NSCLC surgical specimens compared with the corresponding NnL tissues. B, Frequency of CTLA-4+ (n = 12), LAG-3+ (n = 10), TIM-3+ (n = 9), and TIGIT+ (n = 9) T cells in the PD-1+ and PD-1− fractions of CD3+CD8+ (top) or CD3+CD4+ (bottom) subsets at tumor site in NSCLC surgical specimens. Statistical analysis in A and B by paired Student t test. Significant differences are expressed as: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. C, Representative dot plots showing the expression of LAG-3 and CTLA-4 (left) or of TIM-3 and TIGIT (right) in the PD-1+ and PD-1− subsets of CD3+CD8+ cells (top) or of CD3+CD4+ cells (bottom) from tumor site in a NSCLC surgical specimen. Numbers in the dot plots, percentage of cells in each quadrant.

Activated and functional PD-1+ T cells coexpressing multiple IRs are enriched in primary NSCLC

Frequency of PD-1+ cells among CD8+ and CD4+ T cells was higher in the tumor tissue compared with matched NnL (Fig. 3A). In addition, the PD-1+ fraction of both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells at tumor site showed enhanced expression of CTLA-4, LAG-3, TIM-3, and TIGIT IRs compared with PD-1− cells (Fig. 3B for all data and Fig. 3C for representative dotplots). CD4+ and CD8+ T cells expressing PD-1, or the other IRs (LAG-3, TIM-3, TIGIT) were found in AJCC stage I and II, early lesions, as well as in more advanced stage III tumors, but their frequency was not significantly associated with tumor stage or patients’ survival (Supplementary Fig. S4A–S4C).

PD-1+ T cells from the tumor, compared with NnL tissue, were enriched for Ki67+ cells (i.e., proliferating) in both the CD8+ and CD4+ subsets (Fig. 4A and Supplementary Fig. S5B, left, for representative dotplots). Within the neoplastic tissue, and compared with the PD-1− T-cell fraction, PD-1+CD8+ and PD-1+CD4+ T cells showed a higher frequency of expression of proliferation (Ki67+) and activation markers (CD137+, CD38HLA-DR+), associated with a less differentiated (mostly KLRG1+CD127−) profile (Fig. 4B and C) and with lack of expression of the exhaustion-related transcription factor Eomes (Supplementary Fig. S5B, middle and right, for representative results; ref. 18). A predominant Eomes-negative profile was found in all PD-1+ CD8+ T subsets from tumor site regardless of TIGIT and LAG-3 expression (Supplementary Fig. S6A–S6C).

In response to polyclonal stimulation, CD107a upregulation and production of IFNγ and IL2 were observed not only in the PD-1− T cell fraction, but even in PD-1+CD4+ and PD-1+CD8+ T lymphocytes, suggesting that the latter subsets were not functionally impaired (Fig. 4D). Polyclonal stimulation did not significantly affect the level of expression of PD-1 neither in the PD-1−100 nor in the PD-1+100 fractions obtained by magnetic separation from CD8+ T cells from tumor site (Supplementary Fig. S7A and S7B). In addition, both the PD-1+ and the PD-1− subsets in the CD8+ T cells produced IFNγ upon stimulation with PMA+ionomycin (Supplementary Fig. S7C and S7D). Furthermore, IFNγ production in response to polyclonal stimulation was retained in all PD-1− T-cell subsets from tumor site, irrespective of the coexpression of additional IRs (LAG-3, TIGIT, TIM-3; Supplementary Fig. S8A and S8B), although some significant differences were observed among the distinct subsets (Supplementary Fig. S8C).

Taken together, these results indicate selective enrichment at tumor site in primary NSCLC of IR+ T cells that express a “recently activated” profile and retain functional competence.
Identification of CD8^+ FOXP3^+ "early effector" T cells at tumor site coexpressing multiple Irs

The phenotypic traits of PD-1^+ T cells at tumor site were consistent with the profile of CD8^+ FOXP3^+ EECs that we have previously identified in melanoma lesions (17), prompting the search for this subset even in NSCLC primary tumors. Indeed, a low frequency of CD8^+ FOXP3^+ T cells was found in the tumor tissue of NSCLC patients (Fig. 5A for representative data). In tissue sections from NSCLC primary lesions, two-color IHC for CD8 and FOXP3 indicated, in most instances, that these two markers were expressed by distinct cells (Fig. 5B). However, CD8^+ FOXP3^+ double positive cells could also be identified, often in direct contact with neoplastic cells (Fig. 5C, Supplementary Figs. S9B and S10C for data in three distinct patients; Supplementary Fig. S11A–S11E for high magnification images comparing single positive and double positive cells and Supplementary Figs. S12 and S13 for isotype control stainings). FFPE sections, corresponding to lesions from 10 different patients with a high (≥3%) frequency of CD8^+ FOXP3^+ /CD8^+ , as assessed ex vivo by flow cytometry, were evaluated by IHC, revealing a stromal or intratumoral lymphocytic infiltrate positive for CD3, CD8, and PD-1 (Supplementary Figs. S14–S23). Interestingly, the same lesions also showed variable tumor or stromal expression of PD-L1, often in the same areas containing PD-1^+ lymphocytes (Supplementary Figs. S14–S23).

By flow cytometry, CD8^+ FOXP3^+ T cells, as well as CD8^+ FOXP3^+ /CD25^+ T cells, were more frequent in the tumor, compared with Nnl tissue (Fig. 5D). This selective enrichment of both CD8^+ FOXP3^+ and CD8^+ FOXP3^+ /CD25^+ T cells in the tumor versus Nnl tissue was confirmed in patients subsets defined by histology, AJCC stage, smoking status, and neoadjuvant chemotherapy (Supplementary Fig. S24). CD8^+ FOXP3^+ T-cell frequency was not significantly associated with tumor stage or with patients' survival (Supplementary Fig. S25), nor with type of

Figure 4.
Activation profile and functional competence of PD-1^+ and PD-1^- T cells from tumor site in NSCLC. A, Frequency of PD-1^+ Ki67^+ cells in the CD3^+ CD8^+ (top graph) and CD3^+ CD4^+ T-cell subsets in the tumor tissue compared with Nnl tissue (n = 9). B, Frequency of Ki67^+ (n = 20), CD137^+ (n = 17), CD38^+ HLA-DR^+ (n = 15), and KLRG1^+ (n = 8) cells in the PD-1^+ or PD-1^- fractions of CD3^+ CD8^+ (top) or of CD3^+ CD4^+ (bottom) T lymphocytes in the tumor tissue. C, Representative staining for KLRG1 and CD137 in CD3^+ CD8^+ (top) or CD3^+ CD4^+ (bottom) T lymphocytes from tumor site of a NSCLC patient after gating on the PD-1^+ (left) or PD-1^- (right) fractions. D, Upregulation of IFNγ (n = 9; middle) or IL2 (n = 8; right) in response to overnight stimulation with PMA/Ionomycin in the PD-1^+ and PD-1^- fraction of CD4^+ (empty symbols) or CD8^+ (gray symbols) subsets from tumor site.

Statistical analysis in A, B, and D by paired Student t test. Significant differences are expressed as: *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.
CD8 or FOXP3 (in tissue from NSCLC specimens compared with the corresponding NnL tissue. Horizontal bars, mean values. Statistical analysis by paired Student t test. Significant differences are expressed as: ***P < 0.001.

Figure 5.
Detection and frequency of CD8^+ FOXP3^+ T cells at tumor site in NSCLC. A, Representative dot plot of T cells from tumor site of a NSCLC patient stained for CD8 and FOXP3 after gating on CD45^+CD3^+ cells. B and C, Sections from the neoplastic lesion of an adenocarcinoma patient containing intratumoral CD8^+ T-cell infiltrate were stained for FOXP3 (brown nuclear staining) and CD8 (purple cytoplasmatic and membrane staining). Single positive cells, staining only for CD8 or FOXP3 (B) and double positive cells staining for both CD8 and FOXP3 (C; circles and insets at higher magnification) were identified. Original magnification, ×20. D, Frequency, by flow cytometry, of FOXP3^+ (left; n = 61) and FOXP3^+CD25^+ (right; n = 42) cells in the CD8^+ CD3^+ T-cell subset in the tumor tissue from NSCLC specimens compared with the corresponding NnL tissue. Horizontal bars, mean values. Statistical analysis by paired Student t test.

therapy received in addition to surgery (namely neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy; data not shown).

CD8^+ FOXP3^+ T cells from tumor site expressed a predominant CCR7^+/CD45RA^+ and CD127^+ KLRG-1^- profile (Supplementary Fig. S26A and S26B), in agreement with the expected profile of EECs (17). Within the neoplastic tissue, CD8^+ FOXP3^+ T cells, when compared with CD8^+FOXP3^- T lymphocytes, showed more frequent expression of CD25 and CD137, enrichment for CD25^+CD127^- and for CD69^+CD27^- lymphocytes (Fig. 6A, top graphs), and increased frequency of perforin^+ KLRG-1^-, Ki67^+ T-bet^+ and FOXP3^+ cells, but lower fraction of CD69^+CD27^- lymphocytes (Fig. 6A, top graphs). Thus, CD8^+ FOXP3^+ T cells at tumor site express the expected "recently activated" phenotype of EECs that allows to distinguish this subset not only from naive T cells (CD127^+KLRG-1^-), but even from more advanced SLEC (CD127^-KLRG-1^-CD27^-) or MPEC (CD127^-KLRG-1^-CD27^-) fates (15, 17, 19). On the basis of the same sets of markers, CD8^+ FOXP3^+ T cells at tumor site showed a more activated but less differentiated profile even when compared with the equivalent subset in NnL tissue and a lower expression of the senescent marker CD57 (Fig. 6B).

We then asked whether the EEC T-cell subset expressed or coexpressed several IRs. Compared with the CD8^+FOXP3^- subset, CD8^+ FOXP3^+ T cells at tumor site were characterized by a similar frequency of expression of PD-1, but more frequent expression of CTLA-4, TIM-3, LAG-3, and TIGIT (Fig. 7A), as well as by more frequent coexpression of PD-1 with CTLA-4, TIM-3, LAG-3, TIGIT, Ki67, and CD137 (Fig. 7B and C). Interestingly, expression and coexpression of IRs and of PD-1 with proliferation (Ki67) or activation (CD137) markers, but not with senescent (CD57) marker, were more frequent in CD8^+ FOXP3^+ in the tumor tissue compared with CD8^+ FOXP3^- T cells in the NnL tissue (Supplementary Fig. S27A and S27B). Moreover, at tumor site, coexpression of CD38 with HLA-DR and of CD137 with Ki67 reached the highest levels in the CD8^+ FOXP3^-PD-1^- T cells, compared with the bulk CD8^+ or to the bulk CD8^+ FOXP3^- fractions (Supplementary Fig. S28A and S28B, values highlighted in red). Similarly, the fraction of T-bet^+ and Eomes^+ T cells was higher in the CD8^+ FOXP3^-PD-1^- T cells, compared with CD8^+ or to CD8^+ FOXP3^- fractions (Supplementary Fig. S28C for representative results).

By T-cell–CTOS coculture experiments, we then found that EECs from tumor site upregulated IFNγ and IL2 in response to autologous neoplastic cells, whereas the control CD4^+ FOXP3^- T cells did not show such reactivity (Fig. 7D). In addition, CD8^+ FOXP3^- EECs produced more IFNγ and IL2 in response to autologous tumor cells compared with matched CD8^+ FOXP3^- subset (Fig. 7E). Finally, assessment of the potential of EECs for further differentiation was carried out in response to autologous tumor plus IL2, by CFSE dilution assay.
coupled to analysis for CD27 and T-bet. Proliferating (i.e., CFSE<sup>−</sup>) EECs (Supplementary Fig. S27C) showed decreased CD27 and increased T-bet expression (Supplementary Fig. S27D–S27E) consistent with ability of these cells for further differentiation (15, 23).

Taken together, these results indicate that the neoplastic tissue in primary NSCLC is enriched for functional, tumor-reactive CD8<sup>+</sup>FOXP3<sup>+</sup> EECs that coexpress multiple IRs and retain competence for further differentiation.

**Discussion**

Primary NSCLC lesions can be infiltrated by T lymphocytes found in the stroma around tumor nests or within the tumor core (ref. 24, for review). Increased CD3<sup>+</sup> CD8<sup>+</sup> tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL), or the stromal CD8<sup>+</sup> T-cell density, are independent prognostic factors predicting better clinical outcome (25, 26). In addition, TILs in NSCLC tissues often display a memory phenotype (27, 28), with the evidence of activation (29, 30) suggesting that adaptive immune response to neoplastic cells takes place in some NSCLC patients.

A key question, addressed only in a few studies (30–32), is whether tumor-associated T cells are significantly enriched in the surgical tumor sample compared with matched NNL, because activated T cells can be found even in the non-neoplastic lung parenchyma (30, 32). In this study, we found a selective enrichment in the tumor for recently activated (HLA-DR<sup>+</sup>+) T cells expressing a TEM profile compared with NNL. Interestingly, this enrichment was found even in AJCC stage I–II lesions and in tumors from current and former smokers, suggesting that some of the patients with early-stage lung cancer may have an active immune response, possibly fuelled by the high mutational burden occurring in smokers (9). Moreover, by functional assays, we found that both CD4<sup>+</sup> and CD8<sup>+</sup> subsets from the tumor tissue contained tumor-reactive effectors, as shown by the low frequency of lymphocytes that upregulate CD107a and produce IL2 in response to tumor cells.

T lymphocytes at tumor site, compared with NNL, showed an increased frequency of expression of PD-1, as well as of other IRs (CTLA-4, LAG-3, TIM-3, TIGIT). Coexpression of multiple IRs is a phenotypic feature associated with T-cell exhaustion in chronic viral infection models (14), in human HCV and HIV infections (33, 34), and in T cells at tumor site (13, 35–37). T-cell exhaustion is characterized by coexpression of several IRs (14), by upregulation of the transcription factor Eomes (18), and by reduced

**Figure 6.** Increased frequency of cells expressing an activated, “early effector” profile in the CD8<sup>+</sup>FOXP3<sup>+</sup> T-cell subset at tumor site. A, Frequency of CD25<sup>+</sup> (n = 45), CD137<sup>+</sup> (n = 37), CD25<sup>+</sup>CD127<sup>−</sup> (n = 22), CD69<sup>+</sup>CD27<sup>−</sup> (n = 9), CD69<sup>+</sup>CD27<sup>−</sup> (n = 9), perforin<sup>+</sup> (n = 17), perforin<sup>+</sup>KLGR1<sup>−</sup>(n = 17), K67<sup>+</sup> (n = 21), T-bet<sup>+</sup> (n = 19), CD38<sup>+</sup>HLA-DR<sup>+</sup> (n = 17) in the CD8<sup>+</sup>FOXP3<sup>+</sup> subsets at tumor site in NSCLC surgical specimens. B, Frequency of CD25<sup>+</sup>CD127<sup>−</sup> (n = 20), CD69<sup>+</sup>CD27<sup>−</sup> (n = 5), CD69<sup>+</sup>CD27<sup>−</sup> (n = 5), K67<sup>+</sup> (n = 10), KLGR1<sup>−</sup> (n = 19), perforin<sup>+</sup>KLGR1<sup>−</sup> (n = 12), CD57<sup>+</sup> (n = 8), CD137<sup>+</sup> (n = 6) in the CD45<sup>+</sup>CD8<sup>+</sup> T lymphocytes in NSCLC tumor specimens compared with corresponding NNL tissues. Statistical analysis in A and B by paired Student t test. Significant differences are expressed as: ***, P < 0.001; **, P < 0.01; *, P < 0.05.
expression of the proliferation marker Ki67 and of the cytolytic factor Granzyme B (38). However, IRs can be transiently expressed at the early stages of T-cell activation after priming, as shown in acute viral infection models (14). We hypothesized that IR− T cells at tumor site in primary NSCLC could represent recently activated T cells at early stages of functional maturation after priming. In agreement, we found, at tumor site, IR− T cells with a recently activated and proliferating profile, associated with an early differentiation stage (KLRG-1− CD127+), and retaining functional competence in response to polyclonal stimuli.

We previously showed in melanoma that KLRG-1− CD127− CD8+ T cells express FOXP3 and represent T lymphocytes at the earliest stage after priming (17). CD8+ FOXP3+ T cells were enriched at tumor site even in NSCLC and showed the expected EEC profile (CD127− KLRG1− CD27+), associated with a CD45RA−CCR7− TEM phenotype. These EECs were recently activated (CD137+, CD25+, CD38+HLA-DR+), proliferating cells (Ki67+), with a nonexhausted profile (perforin+, T-bet+, Eomes+), CD57+, in spite of coexpression of several IRs (PD-1, CTLA-4, TIM-3, LAG-3, TIGIT). Moreover, CD8+ FOXP3+ T lymphocytes were the only subset able to produce IFNγ after coculture with autologous neoplastic cells.

These findings suggest that early-stage neoplastic lesions are enriched for functional IR− EECs that transiently upregulate inhibitory receptors, whereas more advanced lesions may contain truly exhausted IR+ T cells. Collectively, these results provide insight into the early phases of antitumor adaptive response in primary NSCLC and suggest that IR− CD8+ EECs may represent a valuable biomarker for monitoring ongoing adaptive immunity to the tumor. Moreover, these results suggest that even early-stage primary NSCLC may be responsive to immunotherapy targeting immune checkpoints (2, 3), thus expanding the role of this therapeutic approach and improving the fraction of patients who may benefit from such therapeutic strategy.
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